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Crowded dorms
create hassle
By Mark Horvath & Sharon
Overland
It's fall quarter and the pack is back.
This is not in reference to that professional football team, but refers to the
conditions in Winona State dormitories-PACKED!
Those of you who lived in the dorms last
fall quarter will remember the overcrowded conditions then. There were students stuffed in smokers, bumper-pool
rooms, • and in basements. This year, in
general, conditions are not quite as bad
but nevertheless, they are bad.
This time, it is only the girls dorm
that are terribly overcrowded. The Housing Office has "remedied" the situation
in various ways. First of all, they glowed some students to temporarily live off
campus. The remainder of the extra females were tossed into the smokers. The
inconvenience to these girls in substantial,
as a look at their living conditions will
reveal.
Smokers are not living quarters. They
have two electric outlets, which are in
the ceiling lights in some cases. Lighting is generally a one-shot operation,
with a fixture in the center of the ceiling
for Lucas, and one flourescent bulb on
each wall at Sheehan.
There are no storage facilities in these
lounges; consequently, the girls must
live out of suitcases and boxes. There
are no closets or towel racks. Even
desks and bookshelves, sometimes considered necessities at a center of learning, are missing. And try to imagine a
room in a women's dorm without a mirror!

Communication is also a problem. Sheehan girls have no phone, and the Lucas
girls are without phones and even mailboxes. The girls in Sheehan do have
windows but in Lucas those plates of
glass are immovable. Lucas smokers do
have two air vents, but the atmosphere
can still become quite stagnant when the
door is closed for a considerable amount
of time. Also, the mattresses are rock
hard and easily slide across the bedframe, which makes sleeping extremely
difficult if one tosses and turns at night.
Noise is also a problem. In Lucas, people
walking down the hall take fiendish delight in pounding on the plate glass windows. Sheehan lounges are equipped with
doors slit for ventilation. While this
allows the air to circulate, it also per
mits any noise, from conversation to
thumping heels, to echo within the smoker. As one girl stated, "It's like living
in a bandshell."
As if the conditions are not strained
enough, add one girl to the normal number of two to a room, in the case of
Lucas Hall. At one time. FOUR --female were packed into the smokers,
which are tight enough when two are
in there. It appeared then, that the big
problem would be to find a, place to
walk without stepping on or into something. Now, the main concern is how
long this life style will have to continue.
Eventually, the Housing Office hopes to
have all the people out of the smokers
and re-located in normal dorm rooms.
It will come not a moment too soom
for the cramped coeds of Winona State.

Welcome frosh

MONASTIC MOOD. . .or simply praying for help? "Sister" Jeannine and the
Lucas problem are the subject of an editorial on the inside.

Coeds packed in dorms
By Sharon Overland
Staff Columnist
As everyone knows by now the dorms
are overcrowded especially Sheehan and
Lucas. I wanted to know what kind of
compensation the girls who were living
in the smokers were going to receive so
I went out and talked with a few girls
living in Sheehan and Lucas.
The first girl I talked with is living in
the 5th floor smoker in Sheehan. Her
name is Laurie Sorenson and she is a
freshman from Hopkins. Laurie came down
here for orientation only to find she
had no place to stay. The college suggested she stay in a hotel. Laurie moved

all of her things to Park Plaza. She
didn't like it there so she moved all of
her things out to the Western Motel at
e:,•t,gate. From there Laurie inoveci back
to Hopkins taking everything with her
for the weekend. On Monday she moved
back down here into the smoker. Her
expenses for just staying in the motels
were $52 whiCh so far the college has
not offered to reimburse.
I also talked with a girl living in the
smoker on 4th floor Lucas. Her name is
Jeannine Kath, a freshman from St. Paul.
In Jeannine's words, "It's a real hassle." She lives in the smoker with three
other girls. They share one small dresser and one rack to hang their clothes on.
There are many other inconveniences for
these girls and because of this the college
has generously offered to deduct the
grand total of $10 from their dorm fee
if the girls stay there the entire quarter.
Two sophomore girls, Pat Betts and
Nancy Baird are living in 404 Richards.
There wasn't room for these girls in the
dorm of their choice so they were put
(Cont. Page 3)
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INSIDE

MEW

TATTLE TAPE--A new
security system installed in
Maxwell Library--story on
Page 10.
ASTRONAUTS-ANCIENT
Myth or fact? Did spacemen
from another planet explore
earth while man was crawling
on all fours?--Story on Page 5
WSC FOOTBALL RESULTS-Warriors struggle through
their early games--Story on
Page 11.

CANNED SARDINES. . .or college students? These cramped coeds are residents of ji plush smoker in Lucas H>
From left they are Holly Henslin, Terri Frivrech, Jeannine Kath, Laurel Bettcher.
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EDITORIALS--Winonan takes
a stance on Keggers. Others
voice their opinion on other
issues--on Pages 6 and 7.
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NCB to be named

WSC gets

after former
WSC president

grant to

Pj

aid Vets

The $1,317,867 three-story
New Classroom Building,
West Howard and Washington
streets,will be named after Dr.
Nel'S Minne in a dedication
ceremony to occur Oct. 14,
according to Gary Johnson,
student Senate president.

Winona State College was recently
awarded a federal grant designed to
assist Vietnam - Era veterans with
educationally related problems.
The program, entitled "Veteran's
Cost of Instruction Program"
(VCIP), is headed by Richard
Schumaker, whose office is located
in Somsen 119.

Minne served as WSC
president from 1944-1967.
WSC had less than 200 students
enrolled when he became
president and more than 3,000
when he resigned in 1967.

VCIP works through the Veteran's
Administration. Schumaker
coordinates all veteran interests
and related services, along with
encouraging other vets to attend
WSC.

He came to WSC in 1932 as a
mathematics instructor and
was later, promoted to
department chairman.

Schumaker hopes WSC will receive
the grant annually, so that VCIP can
continue to function in the interest
of the vets.

He and his wife, Lenore,
reside at 1721 Main Street.

EYESORE...Some days you're just not sure where
to walk to get in or out of the Smog. But, good news.
The Winona City Planning Commission met last
Thursday night and gave the final okay for a Union
addition. All the dirt piles around and near the New
Classroom Building are the result of changing the

The week in review
by Roger Erickson

The biggest and most important
event of last week took place
outside of the United States. The
overthrow of Chile's Marxist
Pressident, Salvador Allende,
made headlines all over the globe.
Allende had been the first elected
Marxist president in the Western
world, when he took over the reigns
of power on Oct. 24, 1970. He based
his power on a coalition of
socialists, communists, and other
left-wing groups. His basic appeal
was to the poor people of Chile, and
his total disdain for the middleclass was to prove to be his
undoing.
In recent weeks, Chile has been
beset by a wave of strikes that were

organized by the middle-class
sector of the Chilean economy, and
calls for Allende's resignation
were common. The military,
normally neutral in political
matters in Chile, led the coup
d'etat, and at present one of their
members, Gen. Augusto Ugarte, is
the President of the South
American nation.
A controversy still exists as to the
manner of Allende's death, which
occurred during the takeover.
Rumors that he was murdered still
persist, but on Sunday, Mrs.
Allende stated that she believed her
husband had committed suicide.
Another change of rulers took place
last week, but in a different
manner. Sweden's King Gustav VI,
passed away at the age of 90, after

various utility lines from under what was once a
street in front of the Union's southside. This makes
sense. It would be quite difficult to repair water lines
under the new addition once it's built. Meanwhile, the
best thing to do is watch where you walk.

into alleged kickback scandals
when he was Governor of Maryland.
Aides to the Veep are now making
no comment on the latest
developments in the case.

nearly a month in the hospital with
stomach problems. The reigns of
power will now be assumed by
Crown Prince Carl.

And the ceiling on beef prices was
lifted last Monday. Some stores
raised prices, but in general, the
cost of beef was not up in any
substantial amount. Nevertheless,
some folks still have signs on their
bumpers which read, "I Got No
Beef With Nixon!"

In the United States, President
Nixon made many football fans
happy when he signed into law a bill
that eliminates the television
blackout for home football games.
If a game is sold out 72 hours before
kick-off time, it can be televised to
the local area fans. The measure
will be utilized for three years, at
which time it will be determined if
the effect of it was detrimental to
pro football.

Matti-coaaty trail
Nature buffs have cause to
celebrate. Preliminary
information and recommendation
of a proposed multi-purpose trail
for Winona County has now been
submitted to SEMAPO for inclusion

Vice-President Agnew still is
having his problems with the probe

in a'multi-county trail.
The information, which includes
the designated trail route in Winona
County, was obtained through the
efforts of the Chathber Trail Task
Force in addition to
representatives of local saddle and
snowmobile clubs.
The Winona Chamber of Commerce
has conducted meetings with State
and Federal agencies including
DNR, Fish and Wildlife, Forestry,
and State Trail Supervisor. In
addition, the Winona County Board
was provided information on the
proposed trail.
The trail as proposed would start
near Sugar Loaf, and eventually end
near Whitewater State Park. The
trail is to be considered as part of a
150-mile proposal recently
discussed at a meeting of SEMAPO.

MCDONALD'S WC SOCINOPPIN.
It's A SMARTY BREAKFAST
%MINA PRICE ?NAT WON'T
JOLT YOU AWAKE
"Try an egg, grilled in sweet creamery butter, covered
with melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted
English muffin."

McDonald's
III

le

DAILY
O 9 A.M.
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Order Your College

Ring Now!
At the SMOG
Josten's Representative
will be present.
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Student recruitment

Coeds packed in dorms

The Student Recruitment program,
which was first implemented last
spring, will again be conducted this
year. The recruiters are
interested students from the WSC
campus, who visit various high
schools around the state.

(Cont. from Page 1)
there. When thes e girls believed they would
be living in a dorm which required eating in the cafeteria they didn't mind
paying for it. Now when they are in Richards they would like to drop their food
contract but the college says no. For these
girls the price of living in Richards is
$279, for those in Richards who optioned
now to have the cafeteria service, it is
$117. Shouldn't Pat and Nancy have the
choice of whether they want the cafeteria
service?

Appointments are made in advance
with the counselors of various high
schools. The recruiters are
briefed with facts about Winona
State's academic program, and
take along brochures and other
pamphlets. But the main thing a
recruiter needs is his own personal
knowledge of the campus.
Questions from the high school
seniors generally run to the social
life on campus, dorm life and things
of this nature. These are the
questions most people are
concerned about, and the young
people feel more at ease asking
these things to someone a little
closer to their own age.

I have my own personal grudge against
the dorms -- you couldn't pay me to live
there. But there are quite a few people
who like dorm life and can afford to live
there. What really bothers me is that a
number of people who have paid for the
"comforts" of dorm life aren't receiving
what they paid for. What is even worse
is that the housing people should be pre-

pared for the number of people who
apply to live in dorms. But obviously
they aren't. I find it a flimsy excuse
on their part to contend that they over
fill the dorms believing that not all those
who applied for dorm rooms will show up.
The people who come here in the Fall
expect to have a place to live. Now
some of the dorm residents do not have
decent living quarters. The housing people
have told some of these freshmen that
they may move out into apartments. I
would like to warn these freshmen that
trying to find an apartment at this time
of the year in a town with three colleges falls a little short of an impossible task.
I would also like to ask the housing
• people just where their heads are. I
would strongly suggest that they start
planning now for next year to see if

they can get it right next fall. And then
I would like to see them make some sort
of compensation to those people who have
been inconvenienced by what appears to
be the college's greed.
Our pious administrators have their offices in Somsen and sit and contemplate
the problems of the campus. What they
need is some first hand experience. Would
some of you in Somsen care to shift
places with some of these people living
in the smokers? I would wager not.
So why don't you clean the cobwebs off
your adding machines and figure out
what these girls should have returned
to them. And while you are in motion
you could enlist your services and find
these girls a decent place to live. Come
on administrators get your highly professional posteriors in gear.

Delta Queen
stops here
in Ode
This summer the U.S. Senate
approved legislation which
exempts the 47-year-old Delta
Queen until Nov., 1, 1978 of
fire
regulations governing
hazards. The Queen is the last
overnight paddlewheeler which
makes seasonally runs up and down
the Mississippi River. The
sternwheeler has a steel hull and
wooden superstructure which, by
law, is considered a fire hazard to
passengers on board. The vessel
during its downriver and upriver
cruises stops at Levee Park in
Winona. A small fee is charged for
touring her while she is docked.
The Queen will stop in Winona three
times in Oct. Those interested in
touring the vessel may contact the
Winona Area Chamber of
Commerce for exact dates and
times. (Winona Daily News photo)

PERM (*day

Yellow curbs
prohibit parking

Even the new Fall Styles for College
Co-eds require firmness and body
"HERE IS YOUR CHANCE!"

at hall's front

Administrators feel that conditions
are safer for children if cars are

T3ein9 at college is the first time
I've ever really been on my own...
auJay from home. And boy...
things sure aren't like home
around here, Sometimes I la y
awake at- right thinking about
all the dil-ferences... then _I
start rnissirig mil Teddy wea r."
-

VITAMIN E

WAVE

— REG, $17.50 —

THE ULTIMATE
IN CONDITONING
AND CONTROL

Curbs have been painted yellow in
front of Phelps-Howell, Washington
St., in effort to lessen the already
congested parking situations on
campus, according to
administrative sources today.
Another reason for prohibiting
parking in front of the hall is that
the nursery school holds sessions
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and from 1
p.m. to 3 p.m. every week.

(

•

-

Reg.
Contains Natural Protein $15.00

Tresme Dna Wave

'12"

•• Balsam Conditioned Wave Reg.
for Full-Bodied Silkiness
$12.50 $ 1 1
PRICES INCLUDE HAIRCUT & SET

f7dditional $1.00 OFF

I

!Special Prices With I
!

This Coupon

___

Call Now for Appointment
• OPEN MON., THURS. & FRI. NIGHTS •

PRICES GOOD THROUGH SEPT. 29

not allowed to park in front of the
hall, since children have , a
tendency to run out from between

Vihen you're &)ay from home, cometo,„

parked cars.
They also encourage everyone to
comply by observing the no parking
zone.
ACROSS FROM GOLTZ PHARMACY
279 E. 3RD
PHONE 454-4516

( LOCAL-ADDRESS)
Hard..6

°L
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National Science Foundation

An open letter to students
T1 GT,201q 9213C12

if

graduate fellowships offered
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The
National Research Council has
again been called upon to advise the
National Science Foundation in the
selection of candidates for the
Foundation's program of Graduate
Fellowships. Panels of eminent
scientists appointed by the National
Research Council will evaluate
qualifications of applicants. Final
selection will be made by the
Foundation, with awards to be
announced on March 15, 1974.

satisfactory progress toward an
advanced degree in the sciences.
These fellowships will be awarded
for study or work leading to
master's or doctoral degrees in the
mathematical, physical, medical,
biological, engineering, and social
sciences, and in the history and
philosophy of science. Awards will
not be made in clinical, education,
or business fields, in history or
social work, or for work leading to
medical, dental, law, or joint
Ph.D.-professional degrees.

Initial NSF Graduate Fellowship
awards are intended for students at
or near the beginning of their
graduate study. In general,
therefore, those eligible to apply
will be college seniors or firstyear graduate students this Fall; in
particular, eligibility is limited to The Student Senate will hold their
individuals who by Fall 1974 will general elections on Oct. 2. The
have completed not more than one Senate elections will fill 4
year of full-time or part-time senatorial positions from each
graduate-level study. Subject to the class, and one graduate position.
availability of funds, new Interested students should pick up
fellowships awarded in the Spring an application form in the Senate
of 1974 will be for periods of three office, located in the Smog. Filing
years, the second and third years will be from Sept. 18-25, and active
contingent on certification to the campaigning will begin on the 25th,
Foundation by the fellowship after 4 p.m. If you have any
institution of the student's questions concerning the elections,
call the Senate office, 457-2185.
***
*******
Weekly meetings of the Students
Senate will be held on Wednesdays
this year, beginning at 4 p.m. Last
week the Senate held a short
meeting. President Gary Johnson
gave a report on some of the
activities that had occurred during
the summer months, and dates
Some students may have forgot to were set for the coming elections.
***•*******
have their I.D. card validated
during registration. If so, they may The Student Senate booklet, a
still have it validated in the project undertaken last spring in
cashier's office, Somsen Hall. hopes of better informing students
Those who want to borrow library as to the workings of the Senate, has
books and attend college activities been completed. It is available for
all students in the Senate office,
must have a validated I.D.
along with the Housing booklet,
which is especially beneficial to
off-campus students.

Senate news

Validate
I D card

Nursing
applications
deadline

The deadline for applications and
references for sophomore nursing
students to apply for admission to
the nursing dept. is Oct. 5. Students
can pick up the forms in the nursing
office, Old Library Building, via
Washington St. entrance. Nursing
students are urged to fill out the
forms as soon as possible.

Republicans meet
The College Republicans will hold
their first meeting of the year
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Smog.
All members are encouraged to
attend. Freshmen are invited to
attend this meeting, which will deal
basically with plans for the coming
school year.

Help us help you
Any organization wishing to
announce a coming event is more
than welcome to place an
announcement in the Winonan. It is
our purpose to inform the students
and faculty of Winona State of
events occurring on the campus, or
sponsored by college
organizations. Bring all
information to the Winonan office,
101 Phelps, or call 457-2158.

•

Applicants must be citizens of the
United States and will be judged
solely on the basis of ability. The
annual stipend for Graduate
Fellows will be $3,600 for a twelvemonth tenure with no dependency
allowances.
Applicants will be required to take
the Graduate Record Examinations
designed to test scientific aptitude
and achievement. The
examinations, administered by the
Educational Testing Service, will
be given on Dec. 8, 1973 at
designated centers throughout the
United States and in certain foreign
countries.
The deadline date for the
submission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is Nov. 26,
1973. Further information and
application materials may be
obtained from the Fellowship
Office, National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C.

Is it true?
Is it true. . .that Sandy's may soon
become a member of the Hardee
chain?

During the past year, corruption in program, and different projects to
politics at the national level has improve relations between the
resulted in a general feeling of college and the city of Winona.
mistrust of our leaders in
government. Without the public's We can accomplish these goals and
trust and confidence, goals more, if we have the unified support
achieved by government leaders of all Winona State students.
are meaningless. This is also true
by Gary Johnson
in student government; when
students lose interest in the
workings of their college senate,
accomplishments are few, and
without much effect.

Open 'Mike'

Thus, this year more than ever, our
student senate needs the constant
backing of all Winona State
students. Once the senate gains this
confidence, our achievements can
be very far reaching. Among the
many goals for this year, the senate
hopes to implement teacher
evaluation on a quarterly basis, a
committee to insure consumer
protection, a strong follow-up of
last year's student recruitment

An open microphone will be
sponsored by the Speech
Department again this year. The
open mike will be held every
Tuesday from 1-3 p.m. in the west
lounge of the Union. Any one with an
opinion to state, or a gripe to air, is
more than welcome to use this as a
forum to state his views. The
program begins today.

ROBERT BRUCE REVIVES
THE CLASSICS
GATSBY USA
All out for crew! Robert Bruce relives a memorable
chapter in fashion history with the "Gatsby USA" 'Trent'
crewneck sweater, a classic long-sleeved pullover of softspun brushed wool and polyester. Leisure-Loving Polyester
and cotton, plaid pants get a lot of legwork this fall. Available
in 28-36 waists and up to 36" lengths.

Is it true. . .that fraternity and
sorority people maintain
consistently better grades than
non-members!. . .As was stated in a
pamphlet mailed to some of the
freshmen.
Is it true...that it is only a matter
of time before we will have liquor
on campus, like the U.?
Is it true...that this will become a
summary of the most often heard
rumors around WSC, to be read
every week?

Welcome Back
ALL YOU

COWBOYS and COWGIRLS!

We Handle Everything!
• SNACK ITEMS • POSTAGE STAMPS
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES • GROCERY ITEMS • DRUGS
• ICE COLD BEVERAGES • MIXES • ICE CUBES

Griesel's Grocery
A NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
YOUR SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS!
1 %4 Blocks East of the College
410 Center Street

AT NASH'S
~

NAN

p

s~

Fourth and Center
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A view
of history
with
space age
eyes

by Doug Stevens

Today we seem to be living in an
enlightened era. Science has made
profound technological discoveries
and continues to do so at an ever
accelerating rate. Many open up
horizons never before known to
man. Or were they? Is man indeed
opening up new horizons, or is he
simply re-awakening knowledge he
has always possessed, but been
unaware of?
We are at the threshold of a new
era, the Space Age. The
discoveries of space age
technology have already enabled
giant strides in areas of science
completely removed from the

• whose consuming needs were food
space program, such as
As the Space Age influences the and survival, making these
technology around us,-it shall surely drawings out of a wishful fancy for
human flight? Or were they simply
have an effect on everYthiiig- we
doing in our daily lives. This would drawing phenomenon they had
include the eternal philosophical observed with their own eyes? Why
question: from where did man are the drawings so similar in
come, where is he, and where is he nature and content?
going?
Nearly all of earth's religions have
Let us journey to an unknown time references to gods from the sky and
in the future when we earth men in promises to return to this planet,
our interstellar travels may land be they present day sophisticated
on a planet with intelligent beings, ones or more primitive ones
though possibly at a primitive handed down by word of mouth in the
level. Will not their reaction be less civilized areas. Why does man
awestruck at the sight of "Gods" have this preoccupation with gods
coming down from the sky? And from the skies? There are
when they are not harmed, might references to fireships travelling
they become curious and eventually through the heavens, creating
approach the "Gods" possibly even smoke and a tremendous din (could
bringing offerings? Might the Gods they be spaceships), and vehicles
treat them kindly and even prom ist with wheels within wheels. Why was
to return? After the departure of God confined to wheels in the first
the "Gods", would they possibly place? What about the ancient texts
return to their caves and record references to terrifying weapons
what they had seen in the form of that the gods possessed?
drawings? Might they pass the
story of the "gods" and the Let us look at Sodom and
promise of return to following Gomorrah, biblical cities which
generations by word of mouth? were destroyed by "god" or gods
Indeed; perhaps their future due to their wickedness. The
religions may evolve "God" or angels(?) who came to get Lot and
gods from the heavens, who his family were in a great hurry.
Lot was told they must leave
promised to return.
immediately and take cover behind
Could this story parallel what may the mountains, and not to look back.
have happened right here on our Why the big rush? Was "God" stuck
planet earth at some point in our on a timetable? Why did they have to
remote past? Viewed in this light, take cover? Was "God" not capable
could cave drawings be a recording of destroying a city and protecting
of history, an attempt to preserve Lot? Perhaps, just perhaps, "God"
what primitive man actually saw? was a man, or men, who were about
There are cave drawings the world to destroy the city with something
over. Many of these seem to have a like an atomic explosion, and the
remarkable similarity to each countdown had already begun. The
other. There are figures of men "angels" knew this, and that the
with wings and what may be bulky mountains would shield them from
suits. There are figures with dangerous rays. How else would
horns, or antennae. There are men of biblical time, not the space
diagrams and drawings indicating age, describe such a phenomena
knowledge of spheres, stars, solar other than in terms of "brimstone
add fire"?
systems. Were these cave people,

COUNTRY KITOBEIr 00

COUSTIRY
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1611 SERVICE DRIVE,

WINONA,
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We have other possible evidences
of atomic activity in the past. There
are rock vitrifications in South
America of the type that ought to be
possible only through the melting of
stone at extremely high
temperatures. There are sand
vitrifications in the Gobi Desert.
Why are these similar to the ones of
our Nevada test sites?
What are UFO's? Are those who
have made sightings and contacts
all kooks? Why are their reports
of what they have seen often so
similar? Why are descriptions of
the men seeg, the same? Why are
these people often given the same
message; namely, that we must
stop experimenting with nuclear
power because we are polluting the
cosmos?
In light of the UFO's, is it indeed
possible that the "Gods" are still
here? Some "contacts" have stated
that there are UFO bases on this
planet. They have described these
beings as having eyes slightly
slanted, with thin eyebrows
overhanding heavy lidded eyes, and
slightly elongated faces, much like
the pictured faces of old Egyptian
gods. (Why the resemblance?)
Is man going to take a new , and
enlightened look at his past? Will he
re-examine history from a Space
Age vantage point, or will he
succumb to the dark fear of the
unknown and accept current
historical explanations? Will he be
afraid to upset or contradict his
established religions? Very
recently in the history of man,
people thought the world was flat.
But it wasn't. Only a very
few years ago the idea of travelling
to the moon was scoffed at as being
preposterous. But it wasn't. And
now, man has the opportunity to
view history with Space Age eyes.
But will he?

/V 06"
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WELCOMES STUDENTS
WE WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME THE STUDENTS AT WINONA
STATE TO A NEW SCHOOL YEAR BY OFFERING A FEW OF
OUR FAVORITE MENU ITEMS AT A SPECIAL COUNTRY
KITCHEN LOW PRICE.

AEG. U.S. PAT. OFF

P1/41

COUPON MUST Be Presented For The Special Prices
.EXPIRES OCTOBER 10th
•••
ir
I
STEAK & EGGS 11
II 2 EG GS, 2 PANCAKES
1 II
5 Oz. Steak, 2 Eggs, Hash II Free PEPSI!II
2
strips
of
bacon,
butter
&
Browns, Toast, Butter &Jelly I I
I 1 syrup
With This Coupon
99„i
II
4. With Coupon' I
$1.79 with Coupon I I
0 •

OUR FAMOUS

COUNTRY BOY LUNCH

$1.19

Includes French Fries and
Cole Slaw or Salad
With Coupon

p

1
I
I

r

r

II

Ham and Swiss Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato & Special
Sauce. Includes French Fries & Cole Slaw

DILLYBOPPER LUNCH
Roast Beef with Swiss Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato & Horseradish
Includes: French Fries & Cole Slaw

$1.49

With Coupon

2 EGGS, HASHBROWNS

II COUNTRY GAL LUNCH

$11 29 With Coupon

II
1 1
II
II II

FOR DESSERT

HOT FUDGE CAKE
Only

490

With Coupon

HEY FRATS

Toast, Butter & Jelly

690

I

With Coupon

I

I
1.49
I I BOOT LEGGER LUNCH $
With Coupon I
I
1

Chopped Steak with Cheese, Bacon, Lettuce,
I Tomato & Special Sauce. Includes: French
Fries & Cole Slaw

COUNTRY BOY EATING CONTEST COMING UP SOON!
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A word from the staff
Editorials/opinions

The Lucas convent
For some time, now, students have been
told that unified action will produce results. During the late 1960's, students
wishing to 'change things -held mass rallies and took over buildings. They felt
this was a public showing of how many
people believed in, or agreed with, their
cause. As we look back, we can see how
infantile this method was. In our opinion,
it is the same as a child holding his
breath until he gets his way. The results
•were similar, too. The students made
small gains, but never exactly what was
desired.
Last week, the women of the 4th floor,
Lucas Fall, demonstrated that unified
action, without shouting and rampaging,

can succeed. When their floor was unfairly classified as one with "no visitation" (day or night), they did something about it. Led by (would you believe
it?) two courageous freshmen, they corn,
posed a clearly stated protest, signed
by all residents on the floor. The women
politely, but firmly, stated their request before the Housing Director, and
presented the petition to him. It took
a return visit, and a few hours of discussion, but in the end the hours were
changed to correspond with the other
floors. We applaud this effort. by the
women on the 4th floor. In our opinion,
the entire student body can learn something from this •incident. It should not
be quickly forgotten.

A barrel of fun?
Another school year has begun, and another group of new students have arrived
on campus. Once again, the annual orientation week was full of tours, team
meetings and keggers. Of course, keggers. Winona State is becoming famous
for these outdoor get-togethers, However,
we believe even a staunch beer drinker
would have to admit that there were a
few too many keggers this fall. Anyone
who somehow made it to, and through,
every one deserves recognition. They
are either persons blessed with superhuman kidneys, or uncontrollable alcoholics, who should be given the address
of the local A.A. chapter.

tli

We feel keggers are a unique part of
college life. They are a huge social
gathering, which allows many people to
meet under relaxed surroundings. Nevertheless, it is our opinion that too many
keggers will diminish interest in them.
It leads people to believe that the only
way to have fun at college is to stand
in a crowd of 400 people, sipping on a
beer. While on occasion this serves as
a break in the monotony of the school
life, when it becomes a regular routine,
the kegger loses its purpose. We do
not want to be turned into beer guzzlers
and alcoholics. We simply want to have
a good time.

For the last two months now, newsprint, paper and the paper shortage have
been headlines both in the press and on
the air. This brings up the question of
the Winonan and the paper shortage.
Yes, even the Winonan is effected by
somewhat limited supplies of paper.Since
the Winonan is published by and for
Winona State students, you might be interested in what is being done. The
answer is very similar to what is being
done in many parts of the country by
many daily papers and magazines. First
of all, some eight page additions will
have to be used during the year, and
secondly, more outside advertising is

JEROME
Greetings, again.
After three months
The freshly scrubbed, eager faces of so
many bright young students seriously in
search of truth, beauty and the nearest
bar is quite refreshing. The sight of
bleary-eyed, grumbly, hung over older
students in search of aspiring and/or
Alka Seltzer because they've already been
to the nearest bar is, if not quite refreshing, encouraging. It's nice to know
that some of my kind of people still
hang around this place.
Anyway by now all of you are somewhat acquainted with the kind of place
good old Winona Straight College is,
or at least familiar with its primary
function: It's a boot camp for A.A. I
have a hunch that the sales of beer in
Winona during the first week in September were sufficient to boost Jos.
Schlitz Brewing Co. stock at least 7 1/2
points on the New York Exchange. The
annual Tappa Kegga Bru open rush has
been its usual smashing success.
No doubt about it. Students do drink
and drink, and drink and puke and drink
some more (it's been reported that a
clandestine minority also has been observed studying, but I would tend to dismiss this as a vicious rumor started

r101/1111110111A11111
The Winonan is written and edited
by and for the students of Winona
State College and is published
weekly except June, July and
August and exam periods.

by some social misfit with a severe
kidney ailment in hopes of giving WSC
a bad name.) We drink anytime and anywhere - almost anywhere at least.
According to a rumor we don't drink
on "state property" (WSC for the initiated). I find that very hard to believe.
Why, I personally have gulped grain spirits in various forms on state property.
It tasted just as good in Prentiss as it
does at Prairie Island and there were
no mosquitoes. But I guess that was
illegal and I would have been in trouble
if I had been caught.
And that, my friends and enemies, is
extremely stupid. Just as stupid as the
whole fuss about what is so pompously
referred to as the issue of liquor on
campus. But in the grand state college
tradition of mountaineering and mounds
(e.g. 24 hour visitation), the high honchoes of the bureaucracy choose to carry
the torch for the W.C.T.V. in order to
keep sin in all its ugly manifestations
out of the hands and mouths of us innocent babes. Even the local Daily. Planet has gotten into the act, with an editorial that seemed to equate a student's
having a glass of wine while he reads
Omar Khayyam with the downfall of western civilization. C 'mon bigshots, you know
better than that! I hope. But on the other
hand, judging from past performance, they
probably don't. So please, bear with me
as I attempt to enlighten them.
* FIRST, contrary to administrative contention, there is liquor on campus. Open
a few closet doors and stare the proof
in the label, gentlemen. The nemesis of
all that is pure and decent is in our
midst already.

Second class postage paid at
Winona, Minn. 55987

* Second, students do drink the stuff
ya know. If they don't, why-for-how-cuz
does Empire Keg do such a booming
business? Look into any bar any night-those are real live students and they
aren't all guzzling root beer.

Address all correspondence to
Editor, Winonan, Winona State
College.
Offices located at 101 Phelps Hall.
Telephone 457-2158.
Deadline for non-staff copy is 3:00
p.m. the preceding Friday.
+++++
Member of Associated Collegiate
Press and Intercollegiate Press
+++++
Editor-in-Chief. . .Mark Horvath
News Editor. . .Rick Graf
.Katy Sexton
Arts Editors.
Bob Copeland
Sports Editor. . .Jay Strap
Feature Editors. .Pam Joachim
Doug Stevens
Business Manager. •Bob Bambenek
Advertising Manager.. BillSchulte
Cartoonists. . .Rolf Johnson
Cheryl Long
Photographer. . .Jim Jaszewski
Reporters: Roger Erickson
.Roxanne Beeman. . .Randy
Gillund. . .Joyce Hungerholt. .
.Romona Frank...Diane O'Keefe. .
.Rolf Johnson. . .Rene Koval.
Columnists: Jerome Christenson
Sharon Overland
.Janet Sill
.
Advisor.

going to be included to meet the increased cost. Advertisers are much more
willing to purchase space when their particular blisinei-s- berigit§, and- this yea-r-,
from the standpoint of the Winonan, it is
more important than ever to purchase
from our advertisers, whether the product be a pizfa, a pair of shoes, or a
book. As has always been the policy of
the Winonan, any article pertaining to
Winona State students and in to the editor
by 4:00 p.m. on Friday will be printed
in the next edition. The Winonan always
needs help. Our office is Room 101 in
Phelps Hall. Stop in.

*Third, those students who are not living those concrete cubicles that pass
for dorm rooms have free, legal access to whatever they care to purchase.
It appears that they have managed to
cope with this awesome threat quite nicely.
They drink when they want to, don't when
they don't. Just like a college administrator.

"Could someone tell me where the Smoker is?"

* Fourth, colleges which have elected
to legalize on campus consumption have
not met with academic ruin. It would
appear that Carlton hasn't become skid
row north and from last reports the University of Wisconsin has not yet been
converted to the world's largest drunk
tank.
I could go on, but this is becoming ridiculous arid somewhat boring. Someone
once said, "He is not blind who will not
see." And it is my not too humble opinion that what some people need is a
seeing eye dog with a good nose for the
obvious. Anyway, I need a beer. Until
next week--"Woof!"
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Newman Center:

Renaissance days return
Winona State resident halls will sponsor
its Renaissance Days. Featured at Renaissance Days will be several special
doctrines typical of the "Dark Ages."
The doctrines of Renaissance Days include no ale drinking in dungeons, limited visitation of fair ladies, and serf's

meals at King's prices. The Housing
Director, creator of Renaissance Days,
hopes to convey a medieval feeling of
life for the studying of comtemporary
school subjects.
John Blinn

- Winona's Watergate
What does Watergate have to do with the
election in the City of Winona? It means
the people have been forced to vote on
double talk, with the expectations of receiving lies and half-truths. It means the
people have been hoodwinked.
I think it is time that honesty be demanded
in our government. We must demand an
end to Orwellian double-talk, lies and deceit from all levels of government.

•

Watergate begins with paranoia. Our city
government operates wire taps on phones
in the police department. Theyphotograph
all that enter that building without so much
as a sign saying, Smile you're on candid
camera, such as those in banks.
The system was expected to arrest potential bombers from city hall. I am sure
that someone, somewhere is going to
sneak into our city hall, wave at photoview while planting a bomb in the toilet
bowl.

exists, in my opinion, that led to the
Watergate thinking that exists in city hall
as we chuckle and laugh.
These are unnecessary and costly
tapes that violate the people's rights to
enter a building which they own, without
surveilanc e.
Second, in my estimation, if we are to
eliminate this type of philosophy, we must
initiate the change in thinking at the local
level. Those who go beyond this level
will then need no Bromo-Seltzer when
someone attacks them.

a place to rap
LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Someone recently asked me why I came
to the Newman Center. I said, "to meet
and talk to people." That is one of the
reasons to visit the Newman Center at
477 Huff. Newman is a place where
people eet together to talk and to do
things. The people at Newman plan such
things as a hayride, a carwash, rollerskating, a trip to the Guthrie Theatre,
a Greenwich Village night, and numerous
parties and get-togethers throughout the
year. The Center also presentes an opportunity for people to get involved in
community service functions. Usually,
once a month, a group goes to the C & R
Unit at the hospital to talk to and entertain the residents there. A group from
the Center works with a group of mentally handicapped Boy Scouts, teaching

If individuals in Winona express their
challenges to city hall, they are promptly attacked for not having the facts. The
city fathers attempt to defend their policies by personal character assassination.
To some degree in the past, I also have
experienced it. I think it's time for the
council to stop attacking the citizens
and to represent their thoughts to see
why they think the way they do.

Though our city fathers are not outrightly dishonest, the same paranois

•
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Gary Fletcher

Students opposed to no

O

Dear Sirs:
This represents the Fall Quarter
residents of fourth floor Lucas
Hall, Wing A.
The purpose of this letter is to state
opposition to the allocation of wing
A as a no visitation section. All but
two of our girls had previously
signed for either limited (hours 2-8
a.m. no visitation) or the 24-hour
visitation plans. Still we have all
been placed in this no visitation
area, and one of these girls
interpreted this policy to mean no
one sleeping overnight.
Clarification of the contract seems
to be in order. Also, the
sophomores on our floor, who
requested their rooms before the
decision as to what rooms were to
be in the no visitation section now
find themselves living in a conventlike atmosphere definitely not of
their own choosing.
It would seem, therefore, that the
allocation of the whole wing was an
overestimate on the pretense, that
there would be a large number of
freshmen requesting this no
visitation policy.
We request, then, that a smaller
number of rooms be used for this,
possibly Morey-Shepard, where
there are approximately ten rooms
that could be used for this purpose.
Since some of us have put our
present Lucas address on our
checks, it would be a definite
inconvenience to change rooms

We wish to state also that merely
living in a limited visitation area
does in no way force anyone to have
guests, it merely presents the
opportunity to those who wish to
make use of it. If, however, you are
placed in a no visitation area and
wish to have a guest of the opposite
sex in your room, this is
impossible under the present
policy.

We hope you have
year
a successful

ahead of you . . . and
we will be able
that

your pleasant
to add to
in this

We would like to propose, then, that
action be taken on this as soon as
possible through whatever
channels of communication may be
necessary. We are confident that
we students and our college
administration will be able to come
eaasoe
tt nra.ble solution concerning
Ao rm
this
Thank you for your time.
THE GIRLS OF
FOURTH FLOOR
LUCAS HALL
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There is a good selection of pretty
dresses, sportswear, jewelry, hats,
mittens and scarves to choose from.
O

merely to get into a limited or 24
hour visitation section.

For those who desire it, the Newman
Center also offers a spiritual environment. Weekend masses are at 6:00 p.m.
on Saturday and 11:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Masses are held every day except Friday at 5:00 p.m. A Bible Study program
is being organized for those who wish
to learn more about the Word of God.
There will also be an Inquiry program
for those who want to learn more about
the Catholic faith. Although the Center
is Catholic in nature, it is open to people
of all faiths. The coffee is always on and
there is usually someone around. Stop in
sometime.
Bill Marx .

welcomes everyone back to Winona!
We have expanded and would like to
invite you down to look around...

• visitation endorse petition
To Whom this may concern,

them the fundamentals of scouting. The
group teaches the Scouts such things as
first aid, conservation, and techniques
of camping.

•

a

•
a

Come Down and Look Around
Third and Main.
4.

WANTED

•••
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Pencil Pushers
SEE FOR YOURSELF THE
VALUE OF OUR PORTABLE
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
by
COLUMBIA — SCIENTIFIC,
GRAIG or APF

experiences
great college.

From $6 9 00
INCLUDES:
Rechargable Batteries
Power Adaptor - Recharger & Storage Case
Other Models with Percentage,
Memory, Roundoff, Reciprocal
and Square Root

Hal Leonard Music
64 East 2nd

Downtown

0

a

Oh Dad
Poor Dad
by Dr. Emmalou Roth
The fall production of the Wenonah
Players will be Arthur Kapits' "Oh
Dad Poor Dad, Mama Is Hun& You In
'the Closet and I'm Feeling 'So
Sad." It is the first American Black
Comedy produced on Broadway in
1962.
OH Dad Poor Dad" is, as the long
title suggests, an excursion into the
ridiculous. It begins as a slightly
exaggerated satire on possessive
mothers. As the play explores
Madame Rosepettles motivations
and her destructive influence on
her son Jonathan, it becomes
progressively less realistic and
more horrible. Jonathan's
unsuccessful attempt to break with
his past becomes an orgy of
destruction, futile because he
cannot escape his conditioning, and

finally absurd because there is
nothing to escape to.
The cast includes fifteen students:
Mary O'Neill as, Marlene
Rosepettle, Bob Copeland as
.Jonathan, Janet Hall as Rosalie,
Charles Merkel as. Commodore
Rosepettle, . Beulah Ganz as
Rosalinda the Fish, Luett Rahn and
Karen Kulp as. Venus Flytraps.
Dave Langenfeld is the Bell
Captain, and Randy Stewart, Steve
Gergen, Craig Schrom, Todd Holm,
Phil Johnson and Larry Frost as
Bellboys. Blaine Marcon and
Sherry Yokiel are cast as
understudies. The set will be
designed by Owen Schmidt with
Jaques Reidelberger. The
production will be directed by Dr.
Emmalou Roth, assisted by Dean
Kephart.

Marlon Brando relaxes- while Maria Schneider tries to tell him
something of her life, but he wants no'names, no past, no information.

Movie
Review
by Bob and Katie
Last Tango in Paris now showing at
the State Theater is a bizarre film
about two lost people in the ghettos
of-Path. Brando will undoubtedly
receive another Oscar nomination
this year for his brilliant touching- mad performance in this
film. Newcomer Maria Schneider
(looking a lot like Jane Fonda) also
shows considerable talent amid the
twisting faces, dark corners, and
Kodachrome images that provide
the fringes to the stark portrayals
of this film.

GUTHRIE
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAU.1-- The
world premieffq§1141pe Havoc's
play, I, Said 'Th.o _fly will be
presented at The Guthrie Theater
on Thursday, Sept. 20. It is June
Havoc's kaleidoscopic, recollection
of the last days of faudeville, when
a world she knew well ,was dying,
brought to an'.end'' th e
encroaching movie :screen -, A
yandevilitans
troupe of headline'
•,
are playingtheir last Week son their
last bill, and must all faCe the bitter
truth that there is no longer any
room for their skill and their talent
and their craft. Directed by Eric
Christmas, the production has sets
by John Ddepp and costumes by
Geraldine Cain. Members of the
Guthrie company appearing in the
production are, in order - or
appearance, Kenneth Welsh, June
Havoc, Lee Allen, Art Kassul,
Barbara Bryne, Dori Brenner,
Marie Lillo, Oliver Cliff, Paul
Nickabonski, Libby Dean, Harold
Dixon, Wilberto Rosario, Joy
Javits, Tiny, Douglas Hamilton,
Donna Haley, Cynthia Wells,
Gerald J. Quimby, Sheriden
Thomas, Tom Bolstand, Fred
Koivumaki and Kim Lockhart.

I:SAID THE FLY will play at the Guthrie this season

There will be two preview
performances of I, Said The Fly, on
Monday, Sept. 17 and Wednesday,
Sept. 19 with all tickets priced at
$4.00. Tickets for regular
performances are available at the
Guthrie Box Office, Vineland
Place, Minneapolis, Minn. 55403,
612-377-2224, at at all Dayton's
stores.

Try Something
Different!

"For the natural and nostalgic'

• The Pickwick Inn •
• Food • Liquor •

Tap
Beer

Game
Room

• The Pickwick Inn •
In Beautiful Downtown Pickwick, Mn.)
Follow Hwy. 61 East to Pickwick Turn.

... that's our slogan. Come in and
1111
discover what we mean ... hand thrown
pottery, homespun-look placemats and napkins
basketry, candles, natural soaps and shampoos
by Village, nostalgic prints framed in antique
pine, 19th century stoneware reproductions,
accessories for the nostalgic country
kitchen.
JUST ARRIVED - New Shipment of Posters
& Cards

I I IA

THE BIEN BOOB

I.

DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PLAZA
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Drawings USA '73
By Rosemarie Schmidt

People. People interested in
people. In getting inside the minds
of others. Exploring the thoughts of
daily living. Sensing the inner
cords of life. This is the Watkins
Art Gallery Show for the month of
September. This is the Sixth

Taking off
By Katie and Bob

The tri-college film group's
showing of "Taking Off" can be
seen Friday, Sept. 21st at '7:30 in
Somsen Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are at the door for only '75 cents.
Memberships are available for
$6.00 which includes 12 films - that
isn't a bad deal at all! Why, if you
divide $6.00 into 12 shows that
comes out to only 50 cents - think
about it. To be entertained,
educated, and loved, all for only 4
bits a week (a cheap date too, only a
buck Big fella). Who could pass it
up?
Celebrated Czech director, Milos
Forman ("Loves of a Blonde",
"The Firemen's Ball") has made
what the critics are calling the
best, most entertaining and
meaningful Generation Gap film. .
.one of the best American films
you're going to see. In addition it is
an extremely funny comedy that
takes a glaring look at the utter
inability of parents to penetrate the
spontaneous world of youth. The
story is used just as a frame of
reference - a sixteen-year-old girl
disappears from her comfortable
home, and her distressed parents
search for her through the hippie
enclaves of the East Village. In the
process, Forman's camera glares
at both sides of the Gap - it's awful
and it's hilarious.

Film Series
by Bob and Katie

This series is intended for "film
buffs" and the average movie-goer.
It includes a selected list of highly
acciamied films, both American
and non-American, by some of the
world's best directors. This year
they have aimed at including a
number of lighter films - e.g.
"Take the Money and Run" and
"The Lavender Hill Mob" - as well
as "Campy" movies such as "King
Kong."
They also have a number of movies
that have never appeared in
Winona's public theaters - "The
Clowns" and "Claire's Knee" both of them by famous directors.
People interested in more
information or membership tickets
should see Emil DeGrazia in the
English Dept.
Plans are being made to set up
discussion groups following the
films. Interested people should
see John Preston.
Upcoming films include: "Taking
Off", "Closely Watched Trains",
"The Point", "Black Orpheus",
"8 1/2", "Woman of the Dunes",
"Requim for a Heavyweight",
"The Silence", and may others. An
excellent series!

Natipla
and°

Drawing
Biennial
National
Competition sponsored by the
Minneapolis Museum of Art. A life
force that runs in the hollow of
humanity is surfaced through these
drawings.
To say each one is unique is absurd,
for every individual breathes to
their own rythmn. To say that each
drawing is a masterpiece is
ridiculous for what individual can
amass the ecstasy of life
completely?

Watkins Art Gallery, Watkins Hall ,
Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Peter Max
by Randy Gillund

Peter Max is the foremost artist of
the space age. As familiar to the
average person as is to the art
community, his paintings,
graphics, and multimedia art
currently outsell all other living
artists. Exuberance and joy are the
by products of any Peter Max
creation.
A contemporary approach to selfrealization and the human
experience. The artist raps about
yoga, meditation, body fitness, diet
-- the building blocks for the 20th
century man. He also discusses
methods for tapping the creative
reservoir that flows within all of
us.
The Peter Max lecture will be held
at St. Mary's College Fieldhouse,
Sept. 20, at 8:00 p.m. Admission is
free. Open to students and the
general public.

EXPERIMENT
DRAWINGS are showing at Watkins Gallery.

SET

By Joyce Hongerholt

SET, what is it?
SET is you. Student Experimental
Theatre is a new concept of drama
at WSC. Anyone interested in
theater, in any of it's forms is
welcome. If you are an individual
that likes to work with his or her
hands, building sets for a
production can give a great sense of
satisfaction. Artists to design
stages and sets, to paint and sketch
are invaluable to SET.

WSC Varsity Band will resume
rehearsals at 5:00 on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the band rehearsal
room 156 of the Performing Arts
Center. No audition is necessary as
the intension of this organization is
to serve as an ensemble open to all
students. The band especially
needs cornets, French horns,
trombones, and other brass
players. Instruments are available
for the student's use and a student
may obtain two credits per year for
three quarters of participation.

If you're interested, contact Sherry
Yokiel or Gary Johnson for more
details. Remember SET,

Jewelry

WANTED: Bassoonist for concert
band. Contact music office
immediately.

This one-day workshop is being
sponsored by Dudley Riggs'
Experimental Theater Company on
Saturday, Sept. 22nd.

basic acrobatics, improvisation,
introduction to masks and
discussion of the tradition and
development of mime.

It is designed to introduce the
beginning mime and actor to the
basic elements of mime and stage
movement. Included will be classes
in corporal education, mime
technique (analysis of movement),

Classes will be held at the old
Firehouse in the Cedar-Riverside
area from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
the fee is $5.00 including a box
lunch. Phone 377-2120 to register.

By Rosemarie Schmidt

More than a few nice trinkets set on
a niece of velvet. More than a
couple minutes spent halfhazardly completing an
assignment.
During the 73 Summer Session in
Watkins Hall assignments were
given; as usual. Materials were
purchased and the normal cycle of
events paced forward.
Although this is the dialogue that
one can hear about any class, the
outcome has made it apparent that
the Jewelry I class taught by
Dr. Joy A. Holm this summer had a
special force working within it.
On second floor of Watkins Hall an
exhibit is now being displayed as to
the results of those summer
months. Bracelets, rings, and
pendants in copper and silver hang
effortlessly as if they had always
been in existence. A gentle but
powerful surge of intense
creativity is vibrated to the viewer.

Classifieds
Classified ad rates:
$1 for
first 15 words. Each additional
word $.05. All ads should be
submitted to 101 Phelps or call
457-2158. Ads must be paid in
advance,

HELP WANTED
Two male students to work on
Nash's men's floor. 1 for the
morning, 1 for the afternoon.
Experience not necessary.
Apply in person at Nash's
4th & Center, 452-5010.
TYPING: Short papers, long
papers, footnotes, ditto
masters, mimeo stencils,
application letters, club
work, etc. Carbon copies included. Why hassle when I

7:15
9:15

Varsity Band

by 'Beula Ganz

SET is student directed, student
produced, student designed and
built, student performed, and
student participation in all other
needs of presenting a production.

ENDS
TONITE

1:3

Dudley Riggs' mime workshop
A special mime workshop will be
conducted by Ms. Nancy Steen and
will be based on her studies with
Ladislav Fialka in Prague (Theatre
on the Belustrade) and Jacques
Lecoq in Paris.

STAT E

7;00 - 9:25

Seeing the show is exhausting. The
stimulation experienced while
viewing it combined with the
concentration required to
appreciate each piece makes it well
worth more than a double take.

A simple prank,
a game
nobody won...

IPG1

Madonna
Starts WED,
Starts
SUN.

Sidney'
4bifier
Atifitink
°December
H

WINOI NA
Starts WED, MEM
GEORGE SEGAL
for guys who cheat on
their wives

can give you erasure free
work? 2 day service and
reasonable rates. Call 4545631 any time.

OPENINGS
IMMEDIATE
for light assembly workers
on second shift. Rush Pro-.
ducts Co., Rushford, Mn., a
division of Lake Center Industries has. an immediate
need for .people on its second
shift to perform light assembly work. Starting pay is $1.85
an hour, increasecl to $2.05
an hour after 60 days probationary period. Second Shift
Hours: 4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Applications are being taken at
Lake Center Industries, 111
Market Street, Winona, Mn.

MEI-WED. at 7:35 -R-

Not for people over 30
DOUBLE FEATURE

"MARK of the DEVIL"
STARTS SUNDAY
Steve McQueen-Ali McGraw

"GETAWAY" 'PO
AND
"REVENGERS"
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"Tattle Tape" guards
by Diane O'Keefe
The latest addition to the Maxwell
Library is the "Tattle Tape", a
device created by the 3M Company.
It is an electronic book security
system designed to guard against
the loss or theft of library
materials.

books are removed or stolen, it
created problems in locating
missing books, card catalogues,

etc. To re-order or replace the
missing materials takes almost six
months.

"Tattle Tape" to remind
forgetful, says Jacobsen
by Rolf Johnson
A new security system was

installed Aug. 29 at Maxwell Libary
to prevent unauthorized borrowing
of books and to improve service
library users.
The detection unit called "Tattle
Tape", which is manufactured by
the 3M Company, works on a
electronic sensitizing system
where books and periodicals are
put through an electronic field.

At times, a student may need to be
reminded about checking books out
at the desk or that he is carrying
reference materials that are to be
used only in the library. This
electronic system is designed for
that purpose.

_If the book or periodical is not
checked out properly,. a detector at
the check-out gate will give off a
soft chime sound and the exit gate
will lock.

Specially treated books are
automatically de-sensitized when
checked out, to allow normal
movement through the entrance and
exit areas without setting off the
alarm. However, if the alarm is
activated while a student is passing
through the exit area, the exit gate
locks and the student is required to
return to the desk to be cleared.

Edward Jacobsen, director of
college libraries, stated that "Our
patrons are honest and would not
intentionally take a book or
periodical without checking it out
properly first." He added that "In
most cases it's just a matter of
users being forgetful," but
unfortunately a great deal of our
material, removed by forgetful
users, takes some time to find its
way back to the libary. -

The library has suffered
substantial losses in the past. When

When asked about the people who
intentionally try to walk off with a
book, Jacobsen said that at any
given libary there are those selfish
few who will try to steal books,
mostly popular volumes, or source
material in short supply, depriving
others the use of the material.
Whether the book or periodical is
intentionally stolen or taken by
mistake, it has to be replaced with
funds intended for use in buying new
ones.

COMPLETE BACKPACKING GEAR
WE CAN KEEP YOU WARM THIS WINTER,
WHETHER YOUR BAG BE CAMPING, FISHING,
SNOWMOBILING OR JUST KEEPING WARM,
WE HAVE THE DOWN GARMENT OR SLEEPING
BAG FOR YOU.
This parks has been designed for winter
camping and mountaineering. It is made
with a double quilted construction with no
overlapping seams and no cold spots. The
medium size parka is filled with 14.25 oz.
of down and has a 4 inch loft.

$60.00
The Dhaulagiri
Much design and testing have gone
into developing this cold weather bag.
The bag is made utilizing slant tube
construction which is made of 6 inch
wide sloping baffles forming the down
tubes or compartments. These tubes
are 6 inches wide and each one overlaps the adjoining compartment approximately 3 inches creating an overlapping
effect.

$83.75

VALLEY -.411A
MOUNTAIN
571 E. 4th IN THE ALLEY
WINONA, MINN 454-3565
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SPORT
What's the score?
By Mark Horvath
1973 has been a year of shortages. People have had to cope with a gas
shortage, beef shortages, power cutbacks, and even a toilet shortage.
Here at WSC, life is no different. This fall, our football team is
experiencing a point shortage. The first three games have produced a total
score of 17-156, in favor of the opposition. As in all other shortages, we
are told that the worst phase is over, and things will get better. Somehow,
this time I believe it.
Before anyone .dooms the Warriors to a winless season, he should
consider a few things. Look at age. WSC is an extremely young football
team, with a majority of freshmen and sophomores. This means, as the
pros say, we are building for the future. In each game, a little more
experience is gained.

WARRIORETTE TRY-OUTS. . .The Warriorettes
will hold try-outs Thursday in the east cafeteria at 4
p.m. All girls are welcome to try-out. Ms. Sue Ann

Augustana downs WSC

Winona State's 'Warriors were
Look at the teams we have played. Seldom does a team begin a season with ,.defeated , ISaturday s night by a
such a "killer" schedule. Had Winona State won any ,one pf those first ' tpciwerful AuguStana,•ollege team,
three games, it would have been termed a major upSet. AS.;'it was the 4k8. It was thk,third consecutive
Warriors were completely overwhelmed. and set
defeat foiethe
their season log at 0-3.
Look at the size of the players. Winona State is not blessed with any tinge
lineman of the 6'6", 240 variety. Most of our guys are what could be The Warriors jumped off to an,
considered "almost average" size, in comparison to other teams. This is early lead as Arnie Zopfi
a handicap to any team.
If there is an encouraging factor to be found, look at the attitude. The 1973
Warriors are more determined than their unsuccessful predecessors.
They believe they can win ballgames, can win them this season, and
continue to win them in years to come. For a team with so many young
players, it is a hopeful sign. It is why I believe things will get better. It
never hurts to try, and a little optimism can go a long way. After all, we
certainly have nothing to lose.

The last pennant race
The major league baseball season
is drawing to a close, with only one
divisional race still in doubt. The
National League East, probably the
weakest division in baseball, is
generating the most excitement.
Five teams still have a chance to
win the pennant as the final two
weeks of the season approach.
Pittsburg, leading at the time of
this article, would have to be
considered the favorite. They have
won this division the past three
years, and possess more
experience than any of the other
contenders, with the exception of
the Chicago Cubs. The Cubs are an
aging team, a group of athletes who
possess some of the finest skills in

the league but cannot seem to win in
the clutch. St. Louis, leading until
the past week, is still young and
could pull it out yet. Somehow, the
Mets have managed to stay in the
race all year, despite a rash of
injuries to key players.
But of all the contenders, the one
least expected to be where they are
today is the Montreal team. The
Expos are truly a team of nonames, lacking a superstar at any
position. And yet, they are in
second place, definitely within rage
of the title. The final two weeks will
tell the story. No matter how it is
looked at, it should be an exciting
and interesting finish to the
baseball season.

•• • • •

Have A
Good Day.
• POSTERS
• TAPESTRIES
• INCENSE
• JEWELRY
TRY

PICCADILLY
79 PLAZA EAST
(across from Ted Maier Drug)
444,04.

Kuchenmeister is the team's advisor. This year the ,
team will perform to the music of the WSC pep band.

WSC loses first 2
The football season began in a
backward fashion for Winona
state's Warriors, as they
dropped their first two games
to strong opponents.
In the season opener, the
Warriors faced a University of
South Dakota team that ranks
in the top five for small college
teams. No doubt anxious to
prove their rating was no
falsehood, South Dakota rolled
over WSC by an embarrassing
77-0 score. It was without a
doubt the worst defeat for
Winona State in recent history,
as the Warriors were simply
outmanned and outclassed.
The Warriors forced their
opponents to punt twice at the
start of the game, but were
unable to mount any offense in
return. Eventually, the South
Dakotans took advantage of
untimely fumbles by Winona to
construct their lead, and by
halftime had built a lead of
skyscraper proportions, 49-0.

intercepted a pass, and turned the
momentum in Winona's < fagor.
However, the scoring drive stalled,
the Warriors had to settle for a 23
yd. field goal and a 3-0 lead. The
advantage was short-lived,
however. Augustana (Vikings)
marched
, '78 yards for their first
touchdown and a 7-3 lead.
Any possible chance of regaining
the lead was quickly erased when
WSC fumbled on the first series of
downs following the kick-off and
Augustana recovered. The Vikings
wasted no time, scoring on the very
next play as their wide receiver,
Steve Schultz, gathered in a scoring

strike behind the Warrior
defenders. Winona kept the
Augustana offense out of the end
zone the rest of the first half, but
could not prevent two field goals,
and the Vikings led 20-3.
Nothing seemed to work for Winona
State in the second half, ,while
Augustana could do no wrong. The
Warrior defense played
determinedly, but eventually was
worn down by the opposition. The
final score was 48-3.
Winona State will open conference
play next week at Moorhead State.

THE BOGART...

The USD defense has been
heralded as one of the finest
around. However, it was the
Warrior defense that went
through the workout this game.
Many times they were placed
in extremely difficult
situations, and actually played
a majority of the time. The
best that can be said about the
game is that it certainly was an
experience.
The home opener against Eau
Claire was far more
encouraging. At the outset, it
looked like a long night for
WSC fans, as the Blue Golds
streaked to a quick 22-0 lead by
the end of the first quarter.
However, the Warriors put the
next 14 points on the board,
with the offense flashing some
promise. Eau Claire added a
final touchdown to end the
scoring at 31-14. It should be
noted that the Warriors played
a vastly improved game in this
second outing, against a team
that is probably as strong as
any they will face when
conference play begins.
Despite the results, the
Warriors did exhibit
something to give fans hope for
more success in the near
future.

JEFF FROYSLAND
Connisieur Showing of Spanish Leathers and Suedes
Now Available in a Limited Collection
THE BOGART:
One Hundred and Fifty Dollars

Wilkinson's Men's Wear
ALWAYS DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT •
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Good on any regular price large Pizza thru
September 30th
•'

X
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VOID In Any Place Where Its Use Is Prohibited, Taxed or Restricted By Lavv.
......................................................

The biggest bargain in good eating is even
bigger right now as all of us down at the Pizza
Hut join in welcoming you back to school.
We're having a special offer for you which
we are calling (appropriately enough) "The
Welcome Back Buck." If you clip the coupon
above and bring it on down to the Pizza Hut
we'll knock a dollar off the regular price of
any large size pizza of your choice.

NOW FREE DELIVERY on Sunday to dorms
thru September

PIZZA HUT

X

